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RAFFA AND RAYNE: EMACIATED

S

canopied truck and an old van on a junky Mason
County property served as home to two dogs. They
were on their own, with no human caretaker. The property
owner lived 20 minutes away. Raffa and Rayne, once beautiful
Belgian Malinois, became barely more than fur-covered bones.
Just before Christmas, a tiny miracle started a chain of
events that helped save these two amazing dogs: the property
owner reached out to a local rescue. They took in the dogs but
realized they did not have the expertise to rehab these two
starving animals. They, in turn, contacted CVAR, knowing that
our medical focus gave us an extremely good chance to get
Raffa and Rayne into good physical condition.
But that was not the only issue we
See Page 2
encountered. When they arrived, the

pring is a turning
point, ushering in
so much that is new and
fresh. The trees lining our
driveway are bright with
Sara Penhallegon
blooms, a beautiful
contrast to the driveway’s
new, black asphalt. This, thanks to a private donation
which also enabled us to pave parking areas and some
high-traffic farm animal areas.
Another recent addition is a secondary wildlife
building, courtesy of a State Fish and Wildlife grant. This
12’ x 24’ building has four stalls, 10 cages, an exam table
and food storage ... just in time for the wildlife “baby
season.”
The domestic animal season never stops. Just this
year, we participated in an incredible number of hoarding,
neglect and starvation cases. Many of these animals
required intense rehabilitation. Among the intakes this
year was a herd of starving buffalo. As you can imagine,
these cases consume much of our resources. An

Letter from
the Director

incredible asset in caring
for many of these new
cases was our digital X-ray
machine. Through
numerous donations and a
successful “Go Fund Me”
campaign, we were able to
purchase it in February.
Early this spring, we were heartbroken when we
discovered there had been a devastating mink attack in
our outdoor chicken and rabbit areas. Immediately, we
knew we needed to remodel and predator-proof these
areas. A Go Fund Me page was started. The quick,
successful response from many of you not only gave us
funds for the job but also was the encouragement we
needed in the face of this tragedy.
We are extremely grateful that so many of you are the
saving grace for these and many more animals through
your donations of money and time. You have the power to
heal and provide hope. Now, more than ever, we rely on
your support.
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volunteers were shocked at their
emaciated condition. Making matters
... From Page 1
worse, they had horrible diarrhea. That
can happen when well-intentioned rescuers freely give food to a starving animal without regard to amount and frequency.
We needed to set up a strict feeding program.
Because they had very little human contact, these dogs were scared and untouchable. It was almost impossible to
treat them. That was the first big hurdle we needed to work around.
Fortunately, our Volunteer Coordinator, Suzanne, is a certified dog trainer with a focus on animal behavior. Suzanne
assessed Raffa and Rayne and determined a small number of specially trained volunteers were needed. One at a time, the
volunteers began with simply standing in the room and ignoring the dogs. The dogs’ fear was palpable, but there was no
sign of aggression. They paced and stared from a distance. Over the next couple of days, the dogs came closer, eventually
allowing a brief scratch under the chin or on the cheek. In the meantime, water was freely given and a spoonful of canned
food was given to each dog every hour by plopping it on the floor where
Center Valley Animal Rescue
they could lick it up without coming too close. That was quickly amended
to every two hours, so Sara could get a little sleep.
Board of Directors
Along with the specially trained volunteers, we began offering the food
Director: Sara Penhallegon, LVT
on a spoon. We learned quickly to fasten the spoon to our wrist or the dogs
Treasurer: Connie Graham
would take the spoon along with the food.
Secretary: Claire Africa
By the second week, we were feeding them a larger amount every three
to four hours. This
Board Members: Joanne Mackey; Mary Olson;
Jan Richards, DVM
continual, positive contact
with the dogs helped them
Board Advisors: Dr. Joel Cuthbert, John Mackey
develop trust of their
CPA, Dr Robert Nathan, Marty Penhallegon
caretakers. After a few
Operations Assistant: Andrea Nelson
weeks, they eagerly
Special thanks to our volunteer veterinarians:
anticipated the arrival of
Joel Cuthbert and Robert Nathan
their volunteer – not only
Newsletter Committee: David Cunningham, Sara
for the food but now also
Penhallegon, Pat Todd
for companionship and
Center Valley Animal Rescue
care. By the end of the
is a 501(c)(3) non-profit organization
third week, they had each
gained about 14 pounds.
Mission Statement
With increased health,
Center Valley Animal Rescue is committed
they began acting more
to providing safe harbor and rehabilitation
like typical Belgian
RAFFA’S NEW FAMILY
for unwanted, injured or abandoned
Malinois: high strung and
domesticated and wild animals, thereby
high drive. This breed is
decreasing the number of unnecessary
often
trained
as
police
or
military
dogs.
Their
endless
energy needs
euthanasias performed. We believe all
constant direction. Their room was evidence of that – blankets, towels and
creatures have inherent value, a right to life,
toys were chewed and strewn all over the room. Even their metal bowls
and are entitled to have their basic needs
were chewed and punctured.
met in a kind and caring manner. Center
We knew we had done all we could for Raffa and Rayne. They now
Valley Animal Rescue is dedicated to finding
needed more specific and focused work and training. We contacted a
loving homes for all adoptable animals in
Belgian Malinois rescue, and soon a foster home was found for each dog.
our care. We offer permanent sanctuary to
We said goodbye to our Christmas miracle, dogs who could now continue
the domestic animals that cannot be
to thrive, surrounded by love and care. The follow-up: Both Raffa and
adopted and the rehabilitation and release of
Rayne were adopted into Malinois-savvy homes.
wild animals.
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High-Flying Tortoise
Cruzer is an African spurred tortoise found this past summer
sunning himself at a local farm. Their native habitat is the Sahara
Desert. The exotic pet trade
makes them available for
purchase at shows, online
and in stores.
Cruzer was underweight at 54 pounds. The pyramids on his shell are
evidence of malnutrition. The San Diego Turtle and Tortoise Society became
our resource for information on proper care and feeding. With the right food
and vitamins, he was soon cruising the hall in our main building.

We knew we could not care for him long-term. The San Diego organization was a
perfect placement. We just needed to get him there. Jeannie and Bruce Nordstrom,
two good friends of CVAR, offered Cruzer a ride to San Diego aboard their private jet.

In January, Cruzer was loaded
into an extra-large dog crate and
taken to Boeing Field, where he
was transferred onto the Nordstrom’s jet.
A few human and dog friends kept him company on the flight.

At the Turtle and Tortoise Society,
Cruzer was surrounded by his
own kind, enjoyed all he could eat,
and thrived in the warm, dry
weather. It wasn’t long after his
arrival that we got word he had
been adopted.
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Blind Bengals Find a Home

Gracie can each have a space to enjoy fresh
breezes and the sounds of nature.
racie and Tommy,
Tommy, whom Michele describes as “long,
mother and son, are
lean
and slinky – like a tube sock,” has
two incredibly gorgeous
attached to Michele, while Gracie loves to
Bengal cats. And they are
sleep on their son, Jake. She also shares his
blind.
room. She soon had a water fountain, litter
When Michele came to
box, cat tree, cardboard scratcher and toys in
CVAR, she was introduced
Jake’s room. Michele confided that “having a
to Tommy. As she picked
cat in there has made Jake keep his room
him up, he draped
clean. Should’ve thought of this years ago.”
comfortably across her
Two adults, a teenager, two blind cats and
arms and began to purr. In
an older deaf dog: “It’s a circus here for
that instant she knew
sure,” Michele quipped. They have knit
Tommy was coming home
together the blind and the sighted into one
with her. Blindness was
great family.
not an issue.
Fast forward several

JAKE WITH BENGAL CAT TOMMY
years later. Gracie had
Looking at Christy’s Facebook page, one
been adopted by another
could sense that she’s all about creativity
family. Sadly for them and for her, they had to give her
through art, love of animals and following feeds on
back. We called Michele and had her come meet Gracie.
Facebook about either one. It was no surprise that, on
“When I met Gracie for the first time, it sounded like we
Nov. 6, she spotted photos of baby lop-eared bunnies on
were skinning a cat,” she said. “If people didn’t know her,
CVAR’s Facebook page.
they’d think she was in utter distress.” Yes, Gracie is loud
“When I saw the pictures of the baby bunnies, I
when she talks.
couldn’t think about much else. I drove to Petco to look at
Michele and Daren have Coda, a 13-year-old Basset
bunny abodes and spent hours online to find the perfect
hound who is goofy and afraid of the cats. When
bunny house that worked well
they brought Tommy home, they set him down.
inside my house. Adopting a
He could hear Coda’s nails clicking on the floor
bunny was going to be
and pursued the sound – a blind cat chasing a
KEANA, THE
awesome,” Christy said. She
deaf dog.
LOP-EARED
already had a name for her
Gracie wasn’t as quick a sell for Daren. “I
BUNNY”
rabbit: Keana. She filled out
didn’t really want another cat,” Daren told me.
adoption papers, and the wait
“But when I found out who it was … she’s pretty
began.
great. She really is a sweet cat.”
New baby bunny pictures
“I didn’t think I wanted another cat either,
were posted at the end of
especially a blind one,” Michele said. “I’m already
November. “More bunny
neurotic about doors and windows and making
photos! I'm starting to think I
sure Tommy doesn’t escape. And then to have
better get two of them,”
two to worry about?” But they are very
Christy said. “Hopefully a
conscientious about keeping both cats safe. The
brother and sister.”
plan is to add little “catios” (cat patios) outside a
By the end of December,
couple of the bedroom windows so Tommy and
Christy had
See Page 5
joined the

By Pat Todd

G
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By Kate Kelley

I

suppose it was inevitable that I’d volunteer at CVAR. My family
always took in stray dogs and cats and rescued the occasional
opossum or bird. When we moved to the country, our menagerie
expanded to include Bantam chickens, rabbits, guinea pigs and
hamsters, and my sister and I finally had horses!
Later my two sons continued the animal-lover tradition with rats,
mice, lizards, a chinchilla, a tadpole-turned-frog, and Madagascar
hissing cockroaches. When I taught high school, I somehow became the
campus rescuer of snakes, tarantulas and baby birds, and I was grateful
for the help of Tucson’s animal rescue community.
The smell of a barn makes me feel like a kid again, and it’s so
satisfying to see animals respond to care and attention. Diva, an old
mare, is my favorite. When she comes running up from the pasture to
greet her admiring minions, the years drop away. She loves attention
and brushing and rewards us with soft snuffles on our cheeks.
Volunteering at the ranch is never boring. Every day is different. The animals all have their own personalities and
moods. I love being outside in any weather, and the exercise is doing me a world of good. I’ve met a lot of dedicated, bighearted people at CVAR. The ranch is filling an important need, and I’m happy to be a part of it.

‘Biggest Ears I’ve Ever Seen’ ...
House Rabbit Society, was reading The Complete Guide to
House Rabbits and had ordered a two-story rabbit condo.
She went to CVAR to see if she could meet the rabbits.
That’s when she learned of their health problems. One of the
four had already died. Another had suffered a seizure but
seemed to be stable. All were being monitored. “All I could
do was wait and pray,”
Christy said.
In mid-January, she
got an update. The
bunnies were about four
months old, the right age
for adoption, but they
still were not healthy.
CVAR’s Sara Penhallegon
told her, “One, I think, will
make it, but without
knowing the cause for
ALFIE, ANOTHER LOP-EAR
their illnesses, I can’t say
for sure.”

From Page 4
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After four months of anticipation, planning, preparing and
uncertainty as to whether any would survive the illness,
Christy received the welcome news that two rabbits were
ready to meet her. It is now known that the litter’s illness (E.
cuniculi) had been transmitted from the mother, and it lies
dormant in these two survivors. Despite that, Christy seemed
to already have an unshakeable bond with
them.
“My heart was racing!” she said. She
brought home Keana and her brother, Alfie,
with the “biggest ears I’ve ever seen. These
bunnies were worth the wait! They love
being held and will snuzzle on my shoulder
for as long as I’m willing.”
Christy’s persistence and patience
rewarded her with two rabbits who have a
remarkable attachment and affection for
each other and to whom she is totally
devoted.
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Smokey Mystery Unsolved, But She Survives
By Sara Penhallegon
ystery books and movies have clues throughout
that lead to the final “Aha” moment. In animal
care, clues are also found, but sometimes there is no
“Aha!” Smokey the llama was one of those puzzling
mysteries. She was one of five starved llamas that we
rescued with the help of the Jefferson County Sheriff’s
Department.
Smokey was younger and seemed healthier than
the rest. The others were emaciated, had dental
abscesses and
were elderly. We
were a little less
concerned about
this slender, small,
smoky brown,
female. But
suddenly, that all
changed.
Smokey’s first
signs of illness
were subtle: she
lay down more
than normal, then
stopped eating
and drinking. Soon, she couldn’t get to her feet at all.
Her lab work, which showed more abnormal than
normal values, and an ultrasound gave us no answers.
Antibiotics and IV’s were started.
New lab work showed Smokey needed a blood
transfusion if she was going to live through the day.
Judy, one of our healthy, younger llamas, was the
donor. The subfreezing temperatures presented a real
challenge. Blood drawn from the donor must be kept
warm and constantly rocked to mix it.
We wrapped the transfusion line in towels and
bubble wrap, used sticky foot warmers on the
collection bag and wrapped it all in an insulated bag.
The blood was rushed to Smokey’s stall and the

M

transfusion started. Her IV fluids, which also had to
stay warm, were dripping into one jugular vein, so her
other jugular vein was used for the transfusion.
Smokey was so weak, she couldn’t even lift her head.
After the transfusion, she still was not eating and
couldn’t get up, but she could lift her head. A few days
later, another transfusion was needed.
This one made a difference. Smokey was eating!
But she still could not get up and was getting bed
sores. The longer she was down, the less likely she was
to get up. We had
to get Smokey to
her feet. We
needed a sling.
One of our
board members
had designed and
built a sling for
their injured llama.
SMOKEY IN A SLING
Her husband went
right to work to
build one for
Smokey. It worked!
In the early
morning, I would
get up, hoist Smokey onto her feet and stand with her
for about 15 minutes. I put her back down when she
tired. This was repeated every few hours. She was
finally able to be up most of the day. She ate and drank
from her sling, so her IV’s were discontinued.
After about 10 days, she was able to get up with
little assistance. It was time to remove the sling. She
was unstable, but she seemed determined and
motivated. I helped her up for the first few days, but
she was tired of seeing me — I represented medical
procedures. A few days later, as I came into in the
barn, she jumped to her feet and walked out of the
stall. She is now doing well and ready for adoption. Her
illness, despite all the clues, remains a mystery.
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examine them for
parasites. Types that
may be found in your
Parasites: Do you need to worry about them?
pets’ hair and skin are
Yes!
called ectoparasites,
All animals can get them. Parasites tend to be species
such as fleas, ticks,
-specific – meaning that your dog won’t get the same
mites and lice. Your
parasites as your horse, and your sheep and goats will
vet also will be able
have a different range of parasites. As a human, you are
to take a fecal sample
typically immune to most kinds that your animals may
and examine it under
have.
the microscope,
However, there are some common parasites that can
identifying any of the
pass to humans from our four-legged friends. Parasites
possible
live in and on their host, stealing their nutrients mostly by
endoparasites, such
The Doctor is
feeding off their host’s blood. If parasites go unchecked,
as stomach worms,
Dr. Jan Richards, DVM
they can multiply to devastating numbers that can cause
tape worms and
complete depletion of all bodily resources, leading to
coccidia. Not all deworming agents work on all parasites,
irreversible organ damage and even death.
so it is important to first diagnose which parasites are
The best thing you can do for your pet is to make an
causing problems and then get the best deworming agent
appointment with your veterinarian, who will be able to
for your animal’s situation.

Your Parasite Primer

In

Wildlife

E

Sometimes the Kids Are All Right

very year we get wild animals brought to us that didn’t
need to be rescued. Two questions one should think
about before assuming an animal needs help:
(1) Do you see a dead mother? (2) Do you see obvious
injuries such as broken bones?
If the answers to both are no, the animal most likely is
fine. Also keep in mind that mothers will leave their babies

to forage for food. They will be back. Feel free to call us for
more information. Some tips that should help:
Fawns: They usually lie perfectly still and won't move,
even if touched. Mom will not return if people or pets are
present. If you find a fawn on the road uninjured, walk it 20
or more feet off the road and leave it. Mom will return.
Raccoons: Mothers will take one baby at a time when
changing dens; give her time to collect her whole litter.
Cottontail rabbits: Mothers only return to feed their
young a few times a day. At 4 inches long, with ears and
eyes open, they’re on their own. Rabbits are fragile and
can die from stress and fear.
Baby birds: If an unfeathered baby is on the ground,
put it back in the nest, if possible. If the baby is feathered
and hopping on the ground, it’s a fledgling; leave it alone.
Parents are most likely nearby and will feed them.
In general, keep pets and kids away from the babies
and watch from a safe distance to see if the parents
return.

Wildlife in Rehab

Visit Us This
Spring and Summer!

These are the numbers of wildife
species brought in for rehab:
Bats
1
Cottontail rabbits 4
Crow
1
Deer fawns
3
Eagles
3
Geese
2
Hummingbirds
1
Marmots
1

Mice
Opossums
Owls
Raccoons
Redtail hawks
Seagulls
Ducklings

7
17
5
11
1
1
7

Critter Count
Alpacas
Birds - small
Cats
Chickens
Dogs
Emu
Geckoes
Goats
Guinea pigs
Horses

5
5
51
5
2
1
2
6
4
8

Iguanas
Llamas
Mini horses
Mouse
Pigs
Ponies
Rabbits
Sheep
Skink
Turtles

2
7
4
1
1
1
45
16
1
3

Center Valley
Animal Rescue
Calendar

Center Valley Animal
Rescue is open to the
public for tours and
adoptions every Friday,
Saturday and Sunday
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.
through Nov. 31.

July 14: CVAR Summer Celebration, 11am - 4pm
July 20 - 22: CVAR at Lost Mountain Lavender
Sept 8: CVAR at Quilcene Fair
Sept 15: A Doggone Fun Run
Sept. 15-16: Farm Tour

Ready to Volunteer?
There’s a space and schedule to fit any volunteer’s willingness and
availability. For more information, please email:
volunteer@centervalleyanimalrescue.org

